AECAR was born in 1978. In a few years, the company established itself as one of the leaders in the production of high-precision precious metal electrical contacts for any kind of electrical and electromechanical devices, sold in several industrial markets.

Products

- Precious metal electrical contact rivets
- Stamped electrical contacts
- Riveted electrical contacts
- Electrowelded by wire or microprofile electrical contacts
- Braze-welded electrical contacts

Services

- precious metal skill
  AECAR has developed and consolidated its expertise in the production and processing of precious metals.
- supply-chain
  AECAR employs both precious and non-ferrous metals from certified and industry-leading suppliers.
- co-design
  AECAR is able to assist its customers since the initial phase of the project, including: the assistance for the design of equipment; the choice of materials and any galvanic treatment.

www.aecar.it